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Self portrait, c. 1512-1515, red chalk, 
33x21.6 cm, Royal Library, Turin 



Sometimes, the heavens bestow upon a 
single individual beauty, grace and ability, so 
that whatever he does … displays how his 
genius is the gift of God and not an 
acquirement of human art.  

People saw this in Leonardo da Vinci, whose 
personal beauty could not be exaggerated, 
his every movement was grace itself and 
whose abilities were so extraordinary that he 
could readily solve every difficulty. He 
possessed great personal strength, 
combined with dexterity, and a spirit and 
courage invariably royal and magnanimous, 
and the fame of his name so spread abroad 
that, not only was he valued in his own day, 
but his renown has greatly increased since 
his death. 

Giorgio Vasari, Life of Leonardo da Vinci, 
1568 

Self portrait, c. 1512-1515, red chalk, 
33x21.6 cm, Royal Library, Turin 







Map of Arno and Mugnone just outside 
Florence, Royal Collection 



Codex on the Flight of 
Birds, c. 1490-1505 
Biblioteca Reale in Turin 



1494 – French invasion of Italy, Medici expelled, Florence loses Pisa 
1498 – Girolamo Savonarola burnt at the stake in Piazza della Signoria 
1500 – Leonardo back in Florence after French take over Milan 
1502 – Piero Soderini becomes Gonfaloniere a Vita (head of state for life) 



Training in Florentine workshops  – Andrea del Verrocchio’s workshop until 1472, 
worked with him until 1475 

Verrocchio, The Baptism of Christ, 1472-75, Oil 
on wood, 177 x 151 cm, Uffizi, Florence 

Verrocchio, Portrait of a Woman, 
1475-80, Marble, height: 61 cm, 
Bargello, Florence 

Verrocchio,Candlestick, 1468, bronze, 
height: 156cm, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam 



Adoration of the Magi, Florence, Uffizi, 1481-2 



Piazza Santissima Annunziata (church to left, Spedale degli Innocenti facing) 



Fra Bartolommeo, View of Innocenti from San 
Marco, c. 1506.  

Detail of Buonsignori map of 
Florence, showing old Sapienza 
building 



“Leonardo’s rooms” at the Istituto 
Geografico Militare, formerly Annunziata 



Canon Foundry, c. 1487, Royal 
Library 

Council of Ten  
- Dieci di Libertà e Pace 



Map of Imola, done for Cesare Borgia, Autumn 1502  



Fortress of La Verruca, near 
Pisa 

June 1503,  letter from 
Florentine commissary to 
Council of Ten: 

Leonardo da Vinci, himself and 
company, came here and we 
showed him everything, and 
we think that he likes La 
Verruca very much, being well 
fitted to his taste 



Map of Arno valley, 1503 for canal project 



Council of Ten to Florentine 
Ambassadors to France, June 1501:  

‘We have searched for someone who 
could cast a figure of David … and there 
is currently a dearth of good enough 
masters here’  

Donatello, Bronze David, c. 1440?, Bargello 



Spring 1501: Letters from Fra Pietro 
Novellara (General of Carmelite 
order in Florence) to Isabella d’Este, 
marchioness of Mantua, about trying 
to get Leonardo to paint something 
for her: 

“As far as I can see, Leonardo’s life 
is changeable and so erratic that it 
seems that he lives from one day to 
the next” 

“His mathematical experiments have 
completely distracted him from 
painting, to the extent that he cannot 
bear the sight of a paintbrush” 

Portrait of Isabella d’Este, c. 1500, chalk on 
paper, Louvre, Paris. 



Virgin and Child with St Anne, London, 
National Gallery.  

Ugolino Verino, poem An Illustration 
of the City of Florence, 1503” 

“Leonardo da Vinci perhaps 
surpasses everyone, but he cannot 
take his hand from the panel and so, 
like Protogenese, takes many years 
to finish one thing” 



Agostino Vespucci’s marginal note in 
Cicero book Leonardo, Portrait of Lisa del Giocondo, 

Paris, Louvre 

Apelles perfected the head and bust of 
his Venus with the most elaborate art, but 
left the rest of her body in the rough 

Leonardo da Vinci does this in all his 
paintings, such as in the head of Lisa del 
Giocondo and of Anne, mother of the 
Virgin. We will see what he will do in the 
Hall of the Great Council now he has 
made an agreement with the 
gonfaloniere. October 1503.  



Rubens, copy after lost mural (or cartoon?) of central 
section of Battle of Anghiari 





Reconstruction of Great Council Hall, after Rab Hatfield and Johannes Wilde 







1503, October – Leonardo gets keys for his work rooms to make the 
Anghiari preparatory cartoons 

1504, February – money to make scaffolding for cartoons, wages, 
payments for paper, wax and canvas for windows. Spent more than 
double on paper compared to Michelangelo 

1504, May – second contract stipulating that work on the cartoon has to 
finish by Feburary 1505, with punitive fine if left unfinished.  

1504, August – money for gesso, chalk for painitng 

1505, Money for scaffodling in Great Councl Hall 

1505, June – painting on wall, but experimental technique using linseed 
oil doesn’t work, and colours mix together.  

1508, May – Leonardo in France, gets extended deadline for Anghiari 



October 1506, Piero Soderini to 
French ambassardor: 

“He has not comported himself as he 
should have done with this republic: 
because he took a large sum of 
money and made a tiny start on a 
great work that he was meant to do” 



Bartolommeo Cerretani, History of Florence, 
1509: 

'At this time there were two Florentines who 
were leaders,  most excellent in sculpture and 
painting’. One was called Leonardo di Ser 
Piero da Vinci, he wasn’t legitimate and was 
employed with the king of France in Milan… 
amongst other excellent things he did a very 
famous Last Supper; but he didn’t do much 
work. The other was Michelangelo di 
Francesco di Buonarotto Simoni, citizen, who 
did many things in sculpture, especially a 
marble David, which is in front of the Palazzo 
della Signoria, and also in painting, and he 
was in Rome painting the Chapel of Pope 
Sixtus, and he was doing the tomb of Julius II. 
And they both earnt a lot, but Michelangelo 
earnt more because he worked harder, and 
really well. And I spoke to them many times 
and saw them work.  



Money 

Michelangelo and Leonardo bank books (Rab 
Hatfield) 

Michelangelo – 11,000 gold florins in his account 
at Santa Maria Nuova, Florence, 1505-15 

(would take an unskilled labourer, paid 10 soldi a 
day approximately 13 days to earn one florin) 

Leonardo – 300 florins 1499, lived off savings. By 
1519, 289 florins in the bank.  



Pray, hold me not in scorn! I am not poor. 
Poor rather is the man who desires many 
things. 

Self portrait, c. 1512-1515, red chalk, 
33x21.6 cm, Royal Library, Turin 



Isabella d’Este, Marchesa of Mantua, to 
Leonardo 1504 re small painting of John the 
Baptist:  

“ If we are gratified by you in this strong 
desire of ours, you shall know that beyond 
the payment, which you yourself shall fix, we 
shall remain so obliged to you that we shall 
think of nothing else but to do you good 
service, and from this very moment we offer 
ourselves to act at your convenience and 
pleasure”. 

Self portrait, c. 1512-1515, red chalk, 
33x21.6 cm, Royal Library, Turin 


